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Delivery guides are designed to represent a body of 
knowledge about teaching a particular topic and contain:

• Content: A clear outline of the content covered by the 
delivery guide;

• Thinking Conceptually: Expert guidance on the key 
concepts involved, common difficulties students may 
have, approaches to teaching that can help students 
understand these concepts and how this topic links 
conceptually to other areas of the subject;

• Thinking Contextually: A range of suggested teaching 
activities using a variety of themes so that different 
activities can be selected which best suit particular 
classes, learning styles or teaching approaches.

If you have any feedback on this Delivery Guide or 
suggestions for other resources you would like OCR to 
develop, please email resourcesfeedback@ocr.org.uk.

KEY
Click to view associated resources 
within this document.

Click to view external resources

Introduction

only AS Level content only

mailto:resourcesfeedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=Feedback%20on%20Delivery%20Guide
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Background
• The behavioural explanation of mental illness.

• The cognitive explanation of mental illness.

One from:

• The humanistic explanation of mental illness.

• The psychodynamic explanation of mental illness.

• The cognitive neuroscience explanation of mental illness.

Key Study: “The Myth of Mental Illness: 50 years on” Thomas S. Szasz (2011); The Psychiatrist 35, 179-182

Application: Non-biological treatment of one specific disorder.

 “The voices in my head” Eleanor Longden, TED talks: http://www.ted.com/talks/eleanor_longden_the_voices_in_my_head 
This is a powerful description of a young woman’s descent into insanity, in part caused by the stigmatisation and treatment  
of schizophrenia by the medical model. Her salvation lay in engaging with the voices and she was enabled to do this by  
some eclectic psychologists and mental health practitioners. She is now a research psychologist who also treats people 
with similar symptoms. There is also a short book “Learning from the Voices in My Head” (TED Books) which goes into more 
depth and describes her treatment. It also has some great quotes and cites some fascinating research which supports her 
alternative views regarding the causes and treatment of schizophrenia. It is a great discussion starter for alternatives to the 
medical model.

The Citizen’s Commission on Human Rights (http://www.cchr.org.uk/) is a movement co-founded by Thomas Szasz which 
aims to campaign against psychiatry where it infringes the human rights of patients. It is a very active critic of the medical 
model and creates many videos. It is not the most balanced view but can be a good “Devil’s advocate” in creating discussion. 

Curriculum Content

http://www.ted.com/talks/eleanor_longden_the_voices_in_my_head
http://www.cchr.org.uk/
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Approaches to teaching the content 

This final topic on issues in mental health acts as an important 
counterpoint to that of the previous topic, the medical model. 
There has always been lively debate regarding the causes of 
mental illness within psychology. Even though the medical 
model is dominant today, it has far from “won” the argument. 

As with the previous topic, there are a number of important 
concepts which students must be able to engage with. 
Specifically they must understand the concepts which 
underpin the explanations for different disorders. Two of 
the explanations are mandatory; behavioural and cognitive. 
The third explanation can be humanistic, psychodynamic or 
cognitive neuroscience. This could be a difficult decision to 
make, as each has its own value. 

It is up to teachers to decide whether to look at the 
background topics in depth or breadth. This could be 
achieved by looking at a limited amount of research on a few 
disorders in depth, or looking more generally at a range of 
evidence and disorders but in less detail. As with the other 
topics the recommended Guided Learning Hours are 14.

The key study in this topic is Thomas Szasz’s “The myth of 
mental illness: 50 years on” where he revisits his seminal 
work. It is quite different to any other key study in the 
course. It covers some difficult concepts and suggests some 
uncomfortable truths, especially for mainstream Psychiatry.  

His argument is that that the dominant (American)  
medical model of mental illness being caused by biological 
dysfunction, and thus only curable by biological remedy, is 
wrong. He believes that people with mental health issues 
are “active players in real life dramas, not passive victims of 
pathophysiological processes outside their control”. Many 
people will find that argument difficult to entertain, but this 
is the important function of the outsider, to question what 
everyone else has accepted. Szasz is a libertarian and he is 
completely opposed to the enforced detention and treatment 
of patients when there is no physical evidence of illness. 

The application element of this topic is a non-biological 
treatment of one specific disorder. Students should be able to 
clearly describe how a treatment is carried out, why it appears 
to work, evidence to support the treatment and also be able 
to evaluate it. http://rcpsych.ac.uk/default.aspx.

Common misconceptions or difficulties students  
may have

There are a lot of concepts and technical terminology 
associated with some of the non-medical models. Sometimes 
this can cause confusion; an example from the behavioural 
explanation, which regularly crops up, is that of negative 
reinforcement. This is often confused with punishment. As 
suggested in the medical models delivery guide, a student 
glossary is an excellent idea. 

Thinking Conceptually

http://rcpsych.ac.uk/default.aspx
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Activities Resources

Review activity

This is a good revision activity for use at the end of the unit. It will allow students to consider all of 
the different models and treatments for one disorder. It should be enlarged to A3 if possible. Once 
completed, it can be used to compare and contrast the different models.

Conceptual links to other areas of the specification – useful ways to approach this topic to set students up  
for topics later in the course.

It is advisable to use the same mental disorders throughout the three topics in issues in mental health as this will be clearer  
for students.

This topic is clearly relevant to the cognitive area within the core studies unit, also the behaviourist approach and possibly  
the psychodynamic approach if that explanation is selected in the background optional topics.

Thinking Conceptually
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ACTIVITIES

There are some key concepts which underpin the different explanations, for example operant conditioning. The key is to ensure 
students are confident with these before using them to explain a given disorder. Some of these may have been covered in 
the Core Studies Unit. Depending on the independence of your students, you may wish to encourage research driven tasks or 
create more structured learning experiences. 

Thinking Contextually

Activities Resources

Alternative models 
Huge selection of teaching resources on models and treatments of mental illness. Powerpoints, handouts, 
class activities – highly recommended. http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/coreIndividual.html

The behavioural explanation of mental illness
Before explaining disorders from a behavioural standpoint a recap/introduction of classical and operant 
conditioning will be required:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6LEcM0E0io Ted Ed animation on learning theories.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMnhyGozLyE Watson & Rayner – Little Albert.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt4N9GSBoMI Big bang theory – positive reinforcement.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zerCK0lRjp8 Bandura – Social learning theory

http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/coreIndividual.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6LEcM0E0io Ted Ed animation on learning theories.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMnhyGozLyE Watson & Rayner – Little Albert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt4N9GSBoMI Big bang theory – positive reinforcement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zerCK0lRjp8 Bandura – Social learning theory
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/coreIndividual.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H6LEcM0E0io Ted Ed animation on learning theories. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zerCK0lRjp8 Bandura � Social learning theory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt4N9GSBoMI Big bang theory � positive reinforcement. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FMnhyGozLyE Watson & Rayner � Little Albert. 
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Thinking Contextually

Activities Resources

The cognitive explanation of mental illness
Here are a few useful videos to explain the cognitive model.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07JqktJGyyA Beck’s blueprint of CBT explains the key idea behind 
his therapy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ba_f0C3kKjk Up to date review of cognitive impairment in 
schizophrenia, which links to treatment. It’s quite long (14 minutes) and technical. Possibly more useful  
as a personal primer on current cognitive research and treatment (Cognitive remediation) or for stretch 
and challenge.

Cognitive neuroscience explanation of mental illness 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQEiux-AOzs&list=PLPVwcGdUiyQ7ZNdF2J-
qLn4Mo85oMmXKR&feature=share Video which gives a good introduction to this model.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07JqktJGyyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ba_f0C3kKjk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQEiux-AOzs&list=PLPVwcGdUiyQ7ZNdF2J-qLn4Mo85oMmXKR&feature=share
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQEiux-AOzs&list=PLPVwcGdUiyQ7ZNdF2J-qLn4Mo85oMmXKR&feature=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ba_f0C3kKjk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07JqktJGyyA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQEiux-AOzs&list=PLPVwcGdUiyQ7ZNdF2J-qLn4Mo85oMmXKR&feature=share 
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Thinking ContextuallyThinking Contextually

Activities Resources

Psychodynamic explanation of mental illness 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i7DvpnOHlM - Video on Freud’s theory of personality and defence 
mechanisms -good introduction.

http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indModels.html - Different models of abnormality 
including psychodynamic can be found here.

http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indDisorders.html - Explanations of different disorders 
from different approaches including psychodynamic can be found here.

 

Humanistic explanation of mental illness 

It is difficult to find any resources that clearly explain specific disorders in relation to the humanistic 
approach. These two resources are useful though. http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/resources/
perspectives/humanistic/A2_ANY_humanisticrogers.pdf Excellent overview of Carl Rogers’ work  
from Psychlotron.

http://brainblogger.com/2013/02/24/humanistic-theory-and-therapy-applied-to-the-psychotic-
individual/ Application of Carl Rogers’ theories to schizophrenia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i7DvpnOHlM
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indModels.html
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indDisorders.html
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/resources/perspectives/humanistic/A2_ANY_humanisticrogers.pdf
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/resources/perspectives/humanistic/A2_ANY_humanisticrogers.pdf
http://brainblogger.com/2013/02/24/humanistic-theory-and-therapy-applied-to-the-psychotic-individual/
http://brainblogger.com/2013/02/24/humanistic-theory-and-therapy-applied-to-the-psychotic-individual/
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indModels.html
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/resources/perspectives/humanistic/A2_ANY_humanisticrogers.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i7DvpnOHlM
http://www.psychlotron.org.uk/newResources/indDisorders.html
http://brainblogger.com/2013/02/24/humanistic-theory-and-therapy-applied-to-the-psychotic-individual/
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Thinking ContextuallyThinking Contextually

Activities Resources

Small group activity
In threes, the students have individual responsibility to research one of the three explanations of one 
disorder e.g. Behavioural, Cognitive or the optional model. They have to create a visual representation 
of the explanation; this could be a presentation, poster, flow diagram etc. They then present this to their 
fellow group members. They must be able to answer any questions about the explanation that the other 
group members ask.

Class activity
This requires the formation of six groups in the class. There will be a group arguing in favour of each 
alternative model and a group against. It would take 2-3 lessons. The preparation phase would involve 
each group researching and preparing a convincing argument. Arguing against a model could be 
achieved by finding research which suggests the explanation is incorrect or identifying weaknesses in the 
research or argument. During the presentation phase, each group has to present to the whole class and 
the models would be argued in order. If necessary, the advocates of a model could be allowed to respond 
to criticism but this step depends on the ability of the students involved. At the end there should be a 
“secret ballot” where students can vote for the most convincing model.

Background study
Thomas Szasz speech on the myth of mental illness where he quite clearly argues his point: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zQegsqYhuZE&list=PL79E9D68C92C00DAC&feature=share&index=10 

Background study
Szasz research task. This could be set as homework or completed in the classroom. The sheet has the 5 
main headings from the article. Students would have to sum up in their own words what point Szasz is 
making. This could then be discussed and evaluated. 

http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/pdf/Szasz%20update.pdf

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQegsqYhuZE&list=PL79E9D68C92C00DAC&feature=share&index=10
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQegsqYhuZE&list=PL79E9D68C92C00DAC&feature=share&index=10
http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/pdf/Szasz%20update.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQegsqYhuZE&list=PL79E9D68C92C00DAC&feature=share&index=10
http://www.rcpsych.ac.uk/pdf/Szasz%20update.pdf
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Thinking ContextuallyThinking Contextually

Activities Resources

Application Treatment
Here is a range of videos demonstrating or explaining different treatments:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz-H7nwMXco&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF&fea
ture=share&index=1 Systematic desensitisation explanation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nkd7zcvFQ5w Systematic desensitisation - spider. 

 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1308138/

 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqLb9hNWd8c cognitive behavioural therapy schizophrenia.

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUtvoCgM57s Cognitive remediation therapy.

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds3wHkwiuCo Cognitive behavioural therapy obsessive compulsive 
disorder.

 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMZ5o2uruXY Cognitive behavioural therapy feather phobia.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz-H7nwMXco&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF&feature=share&index=1 Systematic desensitisation explanation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz-H7nwMXco&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF&feature=share&index=1 Systematic desensitisation explanation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nkd7zcvFQ5w Systematic desensitisation - spider
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1308138/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqLb9hNWd8c cognitive behavioural therapy schizophrenia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUtvoCgM57s Cognitive remediation therapy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds3wHkwiuCo Cognitive behavioural therapy obsessive compulsive disorder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds3wHkwiuCo Cognitive behavioural therapy obsessive compulsive disorder
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMZ5o2uruXY Cognitive behavioural therapy feather phobia
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wz-H7nwMXco&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF&feature=share&index=1 Systematic desensitisation explanation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nkd7zcvFQ5w Systematic desensitisation - spider
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1308138/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqLb9hNWd8c cognitive behavioural therapy schizophrenia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUtvoCgM57s Cognitive remediation therapy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUtvoCgM57s Cognitive remediation therapy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lMZ5o2uruXY Cognitive behavioural therapy feather phobia
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Thinking ContextuallyThinking Contextually

Activities Resources

Application Treatment
Here is a range of videos demonstrating or explaining different treatments:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y8VKs3__cA&index=4&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZ
NPlF Baked bean phobia.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvO8tvrtOms General explanation of humanistic therapy.

Application
Treatment of one disorder. This summary sheet proforma covers the key areas which students should  
be able to discuss in relation to treatments. This could form the basis of independent research, or as  
a review activity. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y8VKs3__cA&index=4&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF Baked bean phobia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y8VKs3__cA&index=4&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF Baked bean phobia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvO8tvrtOms General explanation of humanistic therapy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y8VKs3__cA&index=4&list=PLEggrgWMoCcWHqDfDic9DXEtVJ3KZNPlF Baked bean phobia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvO8tvrtOms General explanation of humanistic therapy
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Learner resource 1 Explanation and Treatment Sheet

Biochemical 
explanation:

Behavioural 
explanation:

Genetic 
explanation:

Cognitive 
explanation:

Brain abnormality 
explanation:

Psychodynamic 
explanation:

Biological 
treatment:

Non-biological 
treatment:

Disorder:

A
lternative m

odels
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Learner resource 2

Alternatives to the medical model: 
1. The behavioural explanation of mental illness
Disorder:

This explanation suggests that is caused by

Evidence to support the explanation comes from 

Evaluation

Issues/Debates

Possible applications?
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Learner resource 3

Alternatives to the medical model: 
2. The cognitive explanation of mental illness
Disorder:

This explanation suggests that is caused by

Evidence to support the explanation comes from 

Evaluation

Issues/Debates

Possible applications?
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Learner resource 4

Alternatives to the medical model: 
3. The cognitive neuroscience explanation of mental illness
Disorder:

This explanation suggests that is caused by

Evidence to support the explanation comes from 

Evaluation

Issues/Debates

Possible applications?
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Learner resource 5

Alternatives to the medical model: 
4. The psychodynamic explanation of mental illness
Disorder:

This explanation suggests that is caused by

Evidence to support the explanation comes from 

Evaluation

Issues/Debates

Possible applications?
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Learner resource 6

Alternatives to the medical model: 
5. The humanistic explanation of mental illness
Disorder:

This explanation suggests that is caused by

Evidence to support the explanation comes from 

Evaluation

Issues/Debates

Possible applications?

Ψ
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Learner resource 7 Szasz key points research task

1. Fifty years of 
change in US mental 
healthcare.

5. Having an illness 
does not make an 
individual into a 
patient.

2. Mental illness – 
a medical or legal 
concept?

4. Mental illness is 
in the eye of the 
beholder.3. Changing 

perspectives on 
human life (and 
illness).

The myth of mental illness: 
50 years later.

Thomas Szasz (2011)

Key Points
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Learner resource 8 Treatment Sheet

Issues in mental health: Treatment summary sheet
Treatment: Disorder:

Based on explanation

Description of treatment:

How does it work?:

Evidence to support treatment:

Evaluation of treatment
Strengths Limitations
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OCR Resources: the small print
OCR’s resources are provided to support the teaching of OCR specifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching method that is required by the Board and the decision to use them lies with the individual teacher. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources. We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

© OCR 2017 - This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as the OCR logo and this message remain intact and OCR is acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

We’d like to know your view on the resources we produce. By clicking on the ‘Like’ or ‘Dislike’ button you 
can help us to ensure that our resources work for you. When the email template pops up please add 
additional comments if you wish and then just click ‘Send’. Thank you.



For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

©OCR 2017 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. 
Registered office 1 Hills Road, Cambridge CB1 2EU. Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

OCR customer contact centre
General qualifications
Telephone 01223 553998
Facsimile 01223 552627
Email general.qualifications@ocr.org.uk
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